
  Who are SEAC?
   SEAC Recruitment Services (SEAC) is an approved Apprenticeship 

Training Agency (ATA), endorsed by the National Apprenticeship Service (NAS) and 

included on their National Register of approved ATAs.  

SEAC provide an innovative, low risk, service for your company to take on an Apprentice:  

We employ and you “host” the Apprentice for the duration of the Apprenticeship.  

 What do we do?  
We:

   Provide a full recruitment, employment and support 
service to companies that do not wish to employ 
their Apprentice directly on to their own payroll, 
but are happy to offer an apprenticeship on a 
placement basis. 

 Who can benefit from our service?

Companies that:

   Do not have the infrastructure to employ an 
Apprentice direct themselves.

  Have never had an Apprentice in their business 
before and would welcome and value the support 
that SEAC can provide.

   May not be in a position to provide a full time 
opportunity to an Apprentice but are happy to 
“share” the Apprentice with another company.

  Are experiencing a recruitment freeze or have a 
head count restriction preventing their employing 
an Apprentice direct.

  Who is responsible for 
the Apprentice?

SEAC assume full and legal employer responsibility 
for the duration of the Apprentice’s training including:

   Apprentice’s wage payment (including holiday pay).

 Making and managing PAYE and NI contributions.

 Health & Safety.

 Performance management.

 Safeguarding.

 Dealing with grievance and disciplinary matters.

  Impartial problem solving as required to ensure 
a positive outcome for both the Apprentice and     
your business.

  Providing pastoral and practical support to both 
the Apprentice and the Host Company (Free 
confidential 24 hour Helpline for Apprentices).

Contact SEAC today on  
0844 879 3239, or find out more 
at www.se-apprenticeship.co.uk

Innovating the introduction of 
Apprenticeships to Business

  Your Questions Answered



 What is your commitment?

As the host, you will be required to provide:

  A full and thorough induction to the role                  
and organisation.

  A Work Place Supervisor/Mentor to work with               
the Apprentice.

  A range of work activities and learning       
experiences that will allow the Apprentice to progress 
their qualification.

 On the job training and supervision.

  Time for the Apprentice to spend with their Assessor 
and for offsite/off job training/activities.

  A continuing placement for the entire duration of the 
apprenticeship. 

There is no commitment, at any stage, for you to employ 
the Apprentice, however, you may discover that your 
Apprentice proves themselves to be so valuable that 
you want to employ them once they have completed 
their Apprenticeship. There will be NO charge made by 
SEAC if you choose to do so.

  Who does the recruitment  
and arranges the training?

We:

  Carry out the recruitment of the Apprentice free of 
charge and provide you with a pre-screened shortlist 
of candidates for you to choose your Apprentice from.

  Will work with you to produce a job description and 
person specification and ensure that candidates 
go through a selection process that will ensure they 
meet the specified criteria.

  Carry out candidate vetting to include verification 
of UK right to work, legal identity, proof of residence      
and qualifications.

  Will ensure that the most suitable “Apprenticeship 
Framework/Standard” is identified to suit the job that 
the Apprentice will be carrying out.

  Will work with one of our quality assured Delivery 
Partners to ensure a high quality of training and 
assessment is delivered and that the Apprentice has 
a valuable learning experience whilst at the same 
time your business needs are met.  

 How much will it cost me?
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We can work with both levy paying and non-levy paying companies. 
If you are a levy paying company you have the choice whether to 
use your levy fund to pay for the delivery of the apprenticeship(s)* 
or choose to use the co-funded route via SEAC (as for all non-
levy paying companies) – we will advise you as to what the 
best option for your company is. The charge for the delivery of 
the apprenticeship training and assessment will depend on the 
age of the apprentice that you take on placement and the cost 
will vary according to the apprenticeship framework or standard 
to be delivered. We will advise you of this from the outset. 

The Government will pay 95% of the total funding cap for all 
apprenticeships funded through the co-investment route. In most 
cases there will be no charge for apprentices aged 16-18. We 
will pay the apprentice according to your instruction, however, the 
statutory minimum wage for an apprentice from 1st April 2020 is 
£4.15 per hour. SEAC will invoice you for the Apprentice’s wage, 
statutory deductions as applicable plus our small service fee of 
22% based on the apprentice’s wage. E.g. assuming a 37.5 hour 
week with an apprentice wage of £155.62 the total weekly to your 
company would be £190.00 +VAT.

*Up to a maximum of 25% of your total annual fund.

There are over 250 
apprenticeship frameworks and 

standards with over 1,200 job roles 
including: Science, Engineering, Retail, Admin, 

Warehousing, Animal Care, Horticulture to name a few.


